Hot right now: 10 American post-war and
contemporary artists to have in your
collection
A selection of artists whose burgeoning art-world profiles are
matched by their rising markets — featuring works oﬀered in our
Post-War to Present auction in New York

Nina Chanel Abney

Nina Chanel Abney (b. 1982), Untitled (XXX

NO! COP), executed in 2014. Acrylic and spray
paint on canvas. 48 x 36 in (121.9 x 91.4 cm).
Estimate: $70,000-$100,000. Offered in Post-War
to Present on 5 March at Christie’s in New York

Who? Chicago-born and New Jerseybased, Nina Chanel Abney (b. 1982) is an
African-American artist who is celebrated
for her narrative ﬁgurative paintings
steeped in political discourse and pop
culture. With her world auction record
having been set in 2019, she has gained
substantial critical and commercial
recognition in the past couple of years,
drawing comparisons to Haring, Matisse
and Picasso.
Recent exhibitions: Abney has had
numerous recent solo exhibitions,
including Nina Chanel Abney: Royal Flush ,
a touring exhibition led by the Nasher
Museum of Art at Duke University; a sitespeciﬁc mural at the Palais de Tokyo; and
the current exhibition at the Institute of
Contemporary Art, Boston, which closes
on 15 March.

Established names and fresh
new talent to look out for
A look at nine artists whose reputations and markets are on the
rise — featuring works oﬀered in our First Open | Online and

Contemporary Edition auctions in July

Nina Chanel Abney

Nina Chanel Abney (b. 1982), Two Years and Counting. Sheet:
65¾ x 39¼ in (1670 x 997 mm). Estimate: $20,00030,000. Offered
in Contemporary Edition, 916 July 2019, Online

Who? Nina Chanel Abney’s (B.1982) work is engaged in

politics and social justice but is also informed by the visual
cues of social media and the internet. Two Years and

Counting is the ﬁrst print that she created in edition for
Pace Prints, using her proprietary relief process to create
the image. Royal Flush, her ﬁrst ever solo museum
exhibition and a 10-year survey of the artist’s provocative
paintings, watercolours and collages, is currently on view at
the Neuberger Museum of Art, State University of New
York (until 4 August).
Recent exhibitions: Royal Flush, Chicago Cultural
Center, Institute of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles,
California African-American Museum and the Neuberger
Museum of Art, 2019
If you like this you might also enjoy: Robert
Longo, Keith Haring, Kerry James Marshall
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Nina Chanel Ane’ Intricatel Dene and
Criticall Clear Painting
The Chicago-orn artit’ work i a entrenched in political dicoure a
it i in pop culture.

Rachel Heidenry 24 hours ago

Nina Chanel Abney, “Randaleeza”
(2008), acrylic on canvas, 90 × 94
inches (Private collection, image
courtesy the Nasher Museum of Art at
Duke University, photo by Peter Paul
Geoffrion, © Nina Chanel Abney)

LO ANGL — Nina Chanel Ane i having a
moment. After opening at Duke Univerit’ Naher
Mueum of Art, the artit’ rt olo mueum urve,
Roal Fluh, i now pread acro two venue in Lo
Angele. Jointl preented at the Intitute of
Contemporar Art (ICA) and the California African
American Mueum (CAAM) through Januar 20, 2019,
Roal Fluh o er a critical look into the pat 10 ear
of Ane’ artitic output, revealing the depth of her
painting, watercolor, and collage.

Ane’ work are tpicall characterized a narrative
gurative painting that are graphicall old and
colorfull triking. The Chicago-orn artit i an adept
oerver of contemporar uran life ranging from
ociopolitical realitie and aue of power to celerit culture and the new media.
With an aethetic that comine in uence from animated cartoon, hip-hop culture,
gra ti, and even emoji, he ha created a viual language that i de nitivel her,
painting canvae that are a entrenched in political dicoure a the are in pop
culture.
The date of Ane’ painting often give a clue for undertanding their context. In
her 2008 painting “Randaleeza,” he depict then ecretar of tate Condoleezza Rica
in a white ikini urrounded  agitated dog and everal male onlooker — including
one modeled after Ane’ friend Randall (hence the title). The menacing dog
reference the new tor of the ummer: Michael Vick’ charge for organizing

Installation view of Nina Chanel Abney:
Royal Flush at the California African
American Museum

competitive dog ghting. Placing political and celerit
new ide  ide, Ane create a chaotic cene that
challenge viewer to think criticall aout the
relationhip etween gender and exualit, pulic
image, and race. The reult invite the viewer to
conider the often jumled preentation of what
contitute the new, and the profue and ceaele
wa information i pulicl hared and manipulated
toda.

A later erie of painting take on gun violence and police rutalit. In “Untitled
(FUCK T* *OP)” (2014), Ane paint a dene compoition lled with geometric
hape and truncated text. ix lack face in pro le emerge on the canva, ome with a
teardrop falling from their ee, other with a lack X painted acro their cheek. The
painting i arreting, aoring ou into it compoition, jut a one might get lot in a
new ccle or Twitter feed. Conveing a mood of protet in a manner that alance
acceiilit and urgenc, the work require the viewer to conider the molim of
each numer, color, pattern, and hape. It i a new wa of thinking aout how the
interection of repreentation and atraction can e tranlated into ociopolitical
critique in the context of the digital age.

Nina Chanel Abney, “Untitled (FUCK T*E
*OP)” (2014), acrylic on canvas, 72 ×
108 inches (Collection of Kamaal Fareed,
image courtesy the Nasher Museum of
Art at Duke University, photo by Peter
Paul Geoffrion, © Nina Chanel Abney)

Often aid to e revitalizing narrative gurative
painting, Ane doe o in a wa that pull from the
tradition of 20th-centur pulic art and mural painting
in the America. Like mural, her painting are meant
to e read, requiring active engagement to e
interpreted. Indeed, the mot ucceful mural
painting narrate through mol — the igni cance
of an ear of corn or the color red conjure peci c
aociation that create an iconographic vocaular to
interpret the wall. Whether concioul or not, Ane
inherentl doe the ame thing, conitentl reviiting
letter and ign that create a ingular viual language.

Not urpriingl, the artit ha produced everal pulic work, including a mural at
Cone Iland and a aketall court in Memphi. Working in acrlic with occaional
complement of aerool pra, Ane’ choice of material naturall lend itelf to wall
painting. In her 2018 exhiition Hot to Trot. Not. at Palai de Toko in Pari, Ane
created in-itu frecoe along the intitution’ main tairwell. One depict the ut of
three lack women againt a ellow ackground, the numer 1, 2, 3 lited next to
them a if cataloguing oject in a mueum. Alongide the gure, Ane ha impl
painted “WHAT?” in lack letter — pointedl demanding viewer to conider the
compoition and then think criticall aout it meaning. Without o ering an

explanation herelf, Ane remind u that narrative can e interpreted in mriad
wa and through variou lene — the didactic nature of her work ecoming that
much more impactful.

Installation view of Nina Chanel Abney:
Royal Flush at the California African
American Museum

At oth ICA and CAAM, what tand out i the
pointedne of Ane’ hand. Her line work i a harp
a her wit, and over 10 ear ha onl gotten more
de ned. ntheizing new method of communication
with a atirical eniilit that i at once intricatel
dene and criticall clear, her canvae preent
narrative that o er new wa of engaging with ome
of toda’ mot critical topic.

Nina Chanel Ane: Roal Fluh continue at
the Intitute of Contemporar Art, Lo Angele (1717  7th t, Lo Angele) and the
California African American Mueum through Januar 20, 2019.

Welcome to Culture Type!

Exploring art by and about people of African descent, primarily through the lens of books,
magazines and catalogs, Culture Type features original research and reporting and shares
invaluable interestingness culled from the published record on black art.

Nina Chanel Abney Debuts a New Series of
Monumental Works at Pace Prints
by VICTORIA L. VALENTINE on Oct 25, 2018 • 10:58 pm

WHETHER ITS THE BREAKING NEWS or a song she recently heard, Nina Chanel Abney is inspired by
contemporary events and meaningful moments that often ﬁnd their way into her work and may spontaneously
deﬁne or change its direction.
A new generation storyteller, Abney blends abstraction and ﬁguration. Her images draw on the public discourse,
music, video games, Google searches, and vintage cartoons. The seemingly random conﬁgurations reﬂect urban
life, address provocative topics, and echo our fast-paced, media-driven culture.
Her latest body of work is a series of large-scale monoprints debuting tomorrow in a solo exhibition at Pace Prints
in New York. The works explore a variety of subjects, including gentrification and housing discrimination; gender
and identity issues; and America's racially charged politics of division.

“I am dealing with a lot of subjects, issues that are typically hard to talk about. My goal is to basically take these
touchy topics and present them in a way that’s visually appealing that would get the viewer to interact with
something that they might not normally want to,” said Abney, talking about her new prints in the video below.
When discussing her work, she prefers not to dive too deep into the issues she raises in order to give viewers the
opportunity make their own interpretations.

“I am dealing with a lot of subjects, issues that are typically hard
to talk about. My goal is to basically take these touchy topics and
present them in a way that’s visually appealing…” — Nina Chanel
Abney

Nina Chanel Abney talks about the experience of making her ﬁrst body of monoprints. | Video by Pace Prints

BORN IN CHICAGO, Abney lives and works in New York. “Nina Chanel Abney: Royal Flush,” her ﬁrst solo museum
exhibition is currently on view in Los Angeles, where it is being co-presented at the California African American
Museum and Institute of Contemporary Art Los Angeles through Jan. 20, 2019. The survey of paintings and
collages travels to its ﬁnal destination, the Neuberger Museum of Art at Purchase College, State University of New
York, in April 2019.
Over the course of her decade-long professional practice, Abney has simpliﬁed her painting style, employing a
universal language of symbols, shapes, and color paired with near life-size ﬁgures. The iconographic approach
naturally lends itself to printmaking.
Abney has made a few small-sized prints before, but this is the ﬁrst time she has embarked on a major print project.
The new series of monumental works features nine monoprints—three are single panels and the others are multipaneled, including “Ooh la la,” a ﬁve-panel work that is nearly 17-feet long.
“Ooh la la,” which depicts a two disembodied black male heads gazing at the a pair of nude white female ﬁgures,
resembles a site-speciﬁc wall painting Abney made earlier this year for “Hot to Trot. Not.,” her Palais de Tokyo
exhibition in Paris, earlier this year.

Abney’s prints are among the largest Pace has created. She said the collaborative process of printmaking with the
Pace team was “amazing” and she is hooked.
“It allows me to work faster and, because I can work faster, I am able to try more things that I probably wouldn’t be
able to try in the studio by myself. So it allows me to experiment a lot more and try a lot more new things,” Abney
said. “I addicted now. I think I will always have this as part of my practice.” CT

TOP IMAGE: NINA CHANEL ABNEY, “Let’s Work, Let’s Play, Let’s Live Together,” 2018 (diptych monoprint,
Overall dimensions, 68 1/2 x 84 inches). | © Nina Chanel Abney, Courtesy the artist and Pace Prints

Nina Chanel Abney’s exhibition is on view at Pace Prints, New York, N.Y. from Oct. 26, 2018 – Dec, 15, 2018.
READ MORE about Nina Chanel Abney’s work on her website

NINA CHANEL ABNEY, “Ooh La La,” 2018 (ﬁve-panel monoprint, overall dimensions, 66 1/4 x 198 5/8 inches). | © Nina Chanel Abney, Courtesy the artist and
Pace Prints

NINA CHANEL ABNEY, “Fast Draw,” 2018 (triptych monoprint, Overall dimensions, 59 5/8 x 108 1/2 inches). | © Nina Chanel Abney, Courtesy the artist and
Pace Prints

All images by Charlie Rubin

Painting the Pain and Beauty of Black Life
Artist Nina Chanel Abney's simultaneous gallery shows were down
the street from each other and a world apart.
ByGabrielle Bruneyphotos byCharlie Rubin
Jan 8 2018, 5:00am

Presenting one gallery show at a time is challenge enough for most artists, but
this fall the painter Nina Chanel Abney opted for two. “It was a good
opportunity to make a huge statement with all the work, so I pushed, and I got it
done,” she said, laughing. “But I really don’t know how.” The exhibits—Seized the
Imagination, at New York’s Jack Shainman Gallery, and Safe House, just a
few blocks north at Mary Boone Gallery—were two halves of a whole. Taken
together, they formed side-by-side portraits of black American life.
The works in Seized were just as kinetic as the show’s title suggests, picking up on
themes of racialized violence, police brutality, and information overload that

have long been present in Abney’s work. The paintings depict near-constant
conflict, with culled-from-the-headlines imagery recalling brutal police
interactions. These frenzied works bombard viewers with disjointed and
sometimes contradictory suggestions, creating a visual language that’s as endless
and overwhelming as scrolling through Twitter.
The paintings in Safe House at Mary Boone were the antidote. Their figures—all
black, as opposed to the interracial brawlers of Seized—engage in leisure and
domestic activities. They depict black life as it exists outside of the headlines. And
as Seized used the visual language of the social media era, Safe House drew on
another medium particular to its time: occupational safety posters from the
1960s. Though the specter of postwar American supremacy is most fawningly
invoked by those who would make the country great again, by adapting the
posters and turning them into vehicles for black joy, Abney was re-appropriating
conservative nostalgia.

The author (left) and artist Nina Chanel Abney (right) at Mary Boone Gallery

Abney has never shied away from politics. Her first major work, which earned her
gallery representation, was a race-swapped group portrait of her Parsons School
of Design MFA graduating class, in which she was the lone black student. She
painted her classmates as black prison inmates, with Abney herself as their
blond, white guard. But as political tensions have heightened, impelling artists
and public figures of all kinds to frequent and direct political messaging, Abney
now takes a more oblique approach to social commentary, raising countless
questions and answering almost none of them. It’s both fascinating and
infuriating. In a time that’s left us begging for guidance and certainty, Abney
offers only a mirror.

VICE visited Seized the Imagination and Safe House with Abney late last year to
discuss race, painting politics, and creating a visual language for the emoji era.

Nina Chanel Abney, Untitled, 2017. From Seized the Imagination at Jack Shainman

VICE: You’ve described your process as intuitive—is that still the
case?
Abney: That’s still the case—none of these [paintings] were planned out ahead of
time, so it’s all intuitive. I feel like I work intuitively because if I planned it out
ahead of time I’d be bored. So I feel like it keeps me interested in the work as I’m
making it. That’s pretty much why I just go for it, so I keep myself challenged.
Like I don’t plan any of the paintings out, but I at least come up with a general
idea of what I want to make a painting about.
Does that idea evolve while you work?
I usually stay under the general main idea, but as I’m working, anything could
happen in the work, which I like because it keeps it very current. So that’s how I
can make a painting where something that could have happened two weeks ago is
in the work.
How are the works in these two simultaneous shows related?
I found an artist who makes fake art therapy books. And the title of one of his
pieces is How to Feel the Way You Felt Before You Knew What You Know Now.
So [the show at Jack Shainman] is the chaos of what you know now, and the work
at Mary Boone’s is kind of like how you felt before.

We could leave here, one of us could get pulled over by the cops, and it could
instantly be an incident. But then after that, where would you go? You might go
work out the next day. [The Mary Boone paintings are] just more reflective of our
day-to-day—that we have these chaotic things happening, but we have these
things from our daily life that occur in between.

Nina Chanel Abney, White River Fish Kill, 2017. From Seized the Imagination at Jack Shainman
The author (left) and artist Nina Chanel Abney (right) at Jack Shainman

It feels like sometimes there are snippets of familiar scenes in your
paintings—like White River Fish Kill has imagery that recalls the
incident when a black girl in Texas was slammed to the ground by
police. She was at a pool party in her swimsuit at the time.
Out of all the paintings, this is the one where I took the actual image and then
switched out the figures. I typically do that to kind of take it away from what it
was initially.
The cops are black in your painting.
Yeah.
You’ve talked about the struggles of painting black figures, which are
so often read to be inherently political in the art world. How do you
deal with that?
That’s why I work the way I do, where I switch out the [races]. I will mix genders,
race, and figures. Just to broaden the story, so just because this person’s black,
you don’t just assume one set story to the painting.

Nina Chanel Abney, detail of Untitled, 2017. From Seized the Imagination at Jack Shainman
Nina Chanel Abney, Request One Zero One, 2017. From Safe House at Mary Boone Gallery

What’s the relationship between your work and social media?
The way I paint now is really driven by social media and how we take in
information now. I try to reflect that chaos. We take in so many different things
at one time: You scroll down your timeline, someone died, and you’re like, “Oh,
that’s sad.” And then you go down, and your friend’s at a party, and you’ve
forgotten about that previous post in a second. So I wanted my paintings to kind
of reflect all of that information in one spot.

Nina Chanel Abney, detail of Untitled, 2017. From Seized the Imagination at Jack Shainman

And since you work in one of art’s most revered mediums, we’re
forced to consider your work in a way that’s almost the opposite of
social media—entering a gallery space, meditating on it.
Yeah. I felt like if we had to sit down for a minute and really actually process the
information, what would that be like? So if I can present it in a way that makes it
feel like one narrative, it forces us to consider what all this means together.

Nina Chanel Abney, Penny Dreadful, 2017. From Seized the Imagination at Jack Shainman

You’ve said that you’re interested in emojis. Is that still true?
Oh yeah, for sure. All the symbols and things I use in the work. Another way of
me challenging one defined answer is in creating a shape or something that could
mean multiple things depending on who’s looking at it.

Installation view of Safe House at Mary Boone Gallery
Nina Chanel Abney, All These Flavors and you choose to be salty, 2017. From Seized the Imagination at Jack Shainman

Are you trying to create a visual language that’s as universal as emojis
are?
I’m just trying to create a language that’s simplified, where anyone can come into
the show from any background and read into the work in a way that they can
relate to, just like an emoji.

Given the political climate, do you feel any responsibility to
communicate anything specific to audiences?
I’m not trying to dictate any specific message to the viewer. I obviously have my
opinions on the things that are happening, but I at least just want to start a
conversation around it. Someone could send me negative feedback based on what
the subject matter is, and that’s OK. It doesn’t mean I agree with it, but at least...
I welcome all opinions.
Seized the Imagination was on view at Jack Shainman Gallery through
December 20. Safe House was at Mary Boone Gallery through December 22.
Learn more about Nina Chanel Abney on her website.
Follow Gabrielle Bruney on Twitter.

Nina Chanel Abney poses with her work, First and Last.
Image courtesy of the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University. Photo by J Caldwell.

Nina Chanel Abney Tells the Stories of Our Brutal
World in Bold Detail
The art star’s first solo show in L.A. is taking over two local museums
By LaShea Delaney - September 27, 2018

Figurative painting is the art of representation. It’s taking something that is real, tangible, and
recognizable and using any number of mediums to create it again. With figurativism the artist can
present exactly what exists or they can form greater contexts and appoint new meanings. Some artists
choose to create narratives so we get a glimpse of how they see the world unfolding.
Nina Chanel Abney is an artist who truly tells a story. For the past ten years, she’s been creating largescale works that use a bold, graphic style to create narratives about racial politics, sexuality, gender, and
violence. She uses hip-hop culture, celebrity gossip, video games, and the 24-hour news cycle to
represent our reality, taking recognizable symbols and reflecting them back at us in a style that’s as
dizzying as modern life can seem.
The New York-based artist’s first solo show in Los Angeles, Royal Flush, also happens to be her midcareer retrospective. Thirty of the artist’s paintings, watercolors, and collages—made between 2009 and
2017—will be on display across two museums, the California African American Museum and the
Institute of Contemporary Art Los Angeles, through January 20, 2019. Curators Naima Keith of CAAM
and Jamillah James of ICA LA have both been fans of Abney’s work and thought this was the perfect
opportunity to collaborate on a show.

Nina Chanel Abney, Untitled (Yo 123), 2015 (on display at CAAM).
IMAGE COURTESY OF THE NASHER MUSEUM OF ART AT DUKE UNIVERSITY. PHOTO BY PETER PAUL GEOFFRION. © NINA CHANEL ABNEY.

Abney began her career in 2007 when she graduated Parsons School of Design and her thesis
painting, Class of 2007, caught the attention of the art world. In it she painted her white classmates as
black prison inmates and reimagined herself as a white prison guard. Since then her work has evolved as
the times have changed. “My process is intuitive and the work is really a reflection of the time in which
they were created,” she says. “It’s fun to go back, because they are almost like time capsules.” The popculture references change, the contexts shift, and so do the stories that need to be told.
Royal Flush traveled from North Carolina to Chicago before landing in L.A. Abney hasn’t spent much
time in Los Angeles, but her work is universal. In her paintings, race and gender are turned on their
heads. The brutality of the state is not just projected onto black bodies, and the authority is not just given
to white figures. Women are objectified in one panel of a three-paneled painting, bending over
suggestively; the man doing the objectifying is played for the fool in the very next panel. The small
details are packed with meaning and a keen sense of the absurd.
The last eight years have been a roller coaster and Abney’s art reflects that. No matter what the viewer’s
experience has been, Abney will show them something they can relate to or learn from. “Everyone can
take something from the work,” she says.

Nina Chanel Abney, Catfish, 2017 (on display at ICA LA).
COURTESY OF THE ARTIST AND JACK SHAINMAN GALLERY, NEW YORK, NEW YORK. IMAGE COURTESY OF THE
NASHER MUSEUM OF ART AT DUKE UNIVERSITY. PHOTO BY PETER PAUL GEOFFRION. © NINA CHANEL ABNEY.

By MATT COOPER
SEP 15, 2018 | 1:00 AM

Nina Chanel Abney's "Forbidden Fruit" is among the pieces on display in a joint exhibition of the artist's works at the California African American
Museum and the Institute of Contemporary Art Los Angeles.(California African American Muse)

Nina Chanel Abney: Royal Flush Parallel exhibitions include paintings,
watercolors and collages by the Chicago-born artist that explore urban life and our
media-saturated world. California African American Museum, 600 State Drive,
Exposition Park, L.A. Opens next Sun.; ends Jan. 20. Closed Mon. Free. (213) 7447432. Also at the Institute of Contemporary Art Los Angeles, 1717 E. 7th St., L.A.
Opens next Sun.; ends Jan. 20. Closed Mon.-Tue. Free. (213) 928-0833.

VISUAL ARTS / ARTICLE

Nina Chanel Abney’s “Royal Flush” at
California African American Museum
BY BLOUIN ARTINFO | SEPTEMBER 05, 2018

“Thieves Guild in Oblivion,” 2009, Nina Chanel Abney, Acrylic on canvas, 55.5 x 67 inches (140.97 x 170.18 cm).
(Private collection. Image courtesy of the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University. Photo by Peter Paul Geoﬀrion. © Nina Chanel Abney.)

The California African American Museum (CAAM) in Los Angeles will host “Royal Flush” by artist Nina Chanel Abney. The show runs
from September 23, 2018, through January 20, 2019.
The artist is at the forefront of a generation that is working towards revitalizing narrative figurative painting. Abney is a skillful
storyteller and visually articulates the complex social dynamics of contemporary urban life. Her first solo museum survey — includes
paintings, watercolors, and collages created during the past 10 years.

“Abney draws on mainstream news media, animated cartoons, video games, hip-hop culture, celebrity websites, and tabloid magazines to
make paintings replete with symbols that appear to have landed on the canvas with the stream-of-consciousness immediacy of text
messages, pop-up windows, or the scrolling headlines of an incessant 24-hour news cycle,” the museum says.
Abney’s work simultaneously contains scenes from contemporary genres and scathing commentaries on social attitudes and inequities. This
she does by engaging loaded topics and controversial issues with irreverence, humor, and satire.
Nina Chanel Abney (b.1982) is an American artist. She graduated with a BFA from Augustana College, Rock Island, IL, in 2014, and an MFA
from the Parsons School of Design, New York, NY. Her work have been presented in institutions such as Palais de Tokyo, Paris, France, The
Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University, Durham, North Carolina, The Gateway Project, Newark, NJ, Kravets|Wehby Gallery, New York,
NY, and Galeria Rabieh, Sao Paulo, Brazil, among others. Abney lives and works in New York.
The California African American Museum (CAAM) was chartered by the State of California in 1977. It began operations in 1981 and is a
state-supported agency and a Smithsonian Affiliate. The museum explores the art, history, and culture of African Americans, with an
emphasis on California and the West. CAAM also holds a permanent collection of more than 4,000 works of art, artifacts, and historical
documents, and a publicly accessible research library.

“Royal Flush” runs from September 23, 2018, through January 20, 2019, at California African American Museum (CAAM), 600 State Dr,
Los Angeles, CA 90037, USA.
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MUSEUMS AND LIBRARIES

millennia of tradition and sent it tumbling into
modernity. Through Jan. 15.

Metropolitan Museum
“Rodin at the Met”
A team of Met curators led by Denise Allen has
installed about fifty bronzes, plasters, terracottas, and carvings by Auguste Rodin, along
with works by related artists, in the grand foyer
of the museum’s galleries of nineteenth-century
painting. (One room is filled with a chronological survey of his drawings.) The show marks
the hundredth anniversary of the artist’s death,
but no occasion is really needed. Rodin is always with us, the greatest sculptor of the nearly
four centuries since Gian Lorenzo Bernini perfected and exalted the baroque. Matter made
flesh and returned to matter, with clay cast in
bronze: Rodin. (There are carvings in the show,
too, but made by assistants whom he directed.
He couldn’t feel stone.) You know he’s great even
when you’re not in a mood for him. Are “The
Thinker” and “The Kiss” kind of corny? Does
the grandiosity of “Monument to Balzac” (for
which there is a small study in the show) overbear? Sure. There’s a stubborn tinge of vulgarity
about Rodin, inseparable from his strength. But
roll your eyes as you may, your gaze is going to
stop, again, and widen at the sight of one or another work of his. He—or his hand, as his mind’s
executive—wrenched figurative sculpture from

Museum of Modern Art
“Club 57: Film, Performance, and Art in the
East Village, 1978-1993”
This calculated clutter of ephemera, art work,
and experimental films opened, appropriately, on
Halloween. Inspiration for last-minute costumes
could be found in such treasures as a transparent
vampire cape constructed from a shower curtain,
worn by the New Wave legend Klaus Nomi, and
a coat made from fibreglass insulation; or, more
generally, in the anything-goes, drag-punk aesthetic that suffused the East Village scene. Club
57 was located in a church basement on St. Marks
Place and defined by its visionary team: the artist Keith Haring was the exhibition organizer,
and the actor and cabaret cutup Ann Magnuson
curated performance. The venue was a creative
hub for the interdisciplinary, operating at the
margins of the official art world. So it’s no small
feat that a major museum captured the scope
and spirit of this Reagan-era subcultural landscape, down to the darkened club environment
in the lower-level theatre gallery. Here, among
the deluge of anonymous, Dadaesque flyers and
campy silk-screen posters by the performance
artist John Sex, you’ll cross paths with an early
Ellen Berkenblit horse painting and a ballpoint
Basquiat drawing. The film programming prom-

Nina Chanel Abney casts a sharp eye on race relations—and packs a colorful, graphical punch—in
her new paintings (including “Whet,” above) at the Shainman gallery, through Dec. 20.
16
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MOMA PS1
“Carolee Schneemann: Kinetic Painting”
In one of the New York artist’s iconic performances, “Interior Scroll,” from the nineteenseventies, she unfurled a text from her vagina
indicting the sexism of her experimental filmmaking milieu. Around the same time, in a mesmerizing sendup of Action painting’s macho posturing,
Schneemann swung nude, from a harness, marking the walls with a crayon. But the artist’s career
adds up to much more than an extended riposte
to the insults of the male-dominated avant-garde,
which this survey makes clear. Moving from her
dynamic abstract paintings of the fifties to her
Fluxus-inspired events and Super 8 films of the
sixties and on to recent installations, schematic
drawings, and multichannel videos, the show reveals Schneemann’s quest for a feminist visual
vocabulary to be the unifying force of these disparate endeavors. In her ongoing series of often
hilarious lecture-performances, she indexes ancient symbols of female sexuality; in grids of
color photographs, from the eighties, she documents her unorthodox relationship with her cat;
“More Wrong Things,” from 2000, is a foreboding
tangle of cables and monitors displaying disaster
footage and her own archival performance clips.
With this decades-overdue retrospective, Schneemann is shown to be a crucial forebear to younger
performance-based artists, and a groundbreaking
Conceptualist attuned to the tactile properties of
every medium she takes on. Through March 11.
Whitney Museum
“Toyin Ojih Odutola: To Wander Determined”
The young Nigerian artist, who is based in New
York, uses an evocative conceit to unite her figurative works—and to heighten their intrigue. Faux
letterhead announces that the large-scale works on
paper, in charcoal, pastel, and graphite, merge the
collections of two aristocratic Nigerian families.
Her regal depictions of Africans retool traditions
of European portraiture, as well as strains of contemporary photography (think: Instagram), showing the wealthy at leisure or enshrining their belongings in luminous vignettes. Ojih Odutola is
known for her intense, even psychedelic, renderings of black skin, an approach echoed in her textured depiction of clothing, interiors, and landscapes. The sumptuous collision of gleaming tile,
gauzy fabric, and desert scrub in “Pregnant” (2017)
is especially noteworthy. Its off-kilter composition suggests an enlarged snapshot, but the pose
of its subject is curiously formal. “Wall of Ambassadors,” also from this year, is an unabashed moment of meta-commentary, showing a panelled
wall of oval-framed portraits. Each mysterious
dignitary speaks to the dizzying detail of the artist’s invented history, as do the hands entering the
bottom edge of the still-life, to complete it with
an elegant arrangement of leaves. Through Feb. 25.
Morgan Library and Museum
“Drawn to Greatness: Master Drawings from
the Thaw Collection”
The practice of drawing in Europe is as old as the
lines on the caves at Lascaux. But there was a sea
change during the Renaissance, when the earliest pieces on view here were made. Artists began
to think with their hands, working through ideas
on paper, rather than merely recording the world.
In one sublime pen-and-ink sketch, from 1450-55,
Andrea Mantegna posed the same columnar saint
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ises surprises as well: in December, new MOMA
preservations will be shown along with No Wave
classics. Through April 1.

Art World

From Mark Bradford in Baltimore to Victor Hugo in LA: 33
Museum Shows Around the US Worth Traveling For
We've looked beyond the Big Apple to find the most exciting museum shows opening in September and
October around the country.
Caroline Goldstein, September 5, 2018

14. “Nina Chanel Abney: Royal Flush at the California African American Museum

Nina Chanel Abney, Hothouse (2016). Courtesy of Jack Shainman.

The first museum retrospective of Abney’s work covers the last 10 years, as the artist ascended to become one of the foremost
African American artists working today. Her cartoon-style collages are punctuated with political and socially prescient material
and make the case for narrative figure painting’s resurgence in contemporary art.
Sept ember 23, 2018–January 20, 2019; CAAM, 600 State Dr, Los Angeles, California
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In Conversation with Nina Chanel Abney
January 11, 2018

Using Bright Colors to Tell Dark Realities
In her debut solo exhibition at New York’s Jack Shainman Gallery last December, Nina Chanel Abney presented a
handful of images inspired by memes. Also featuring in Seized the Imagination are a series of largely violent,
dislocated images that seem at once both alien and familiar – where the real and the imaginary blur together, as in
a dream or nightmare. Syma Mohammed talked to the Chicago native to discuss how she deals with terrible news,
creating a universal language for the digital generation, and how today’s ubiquitous violence affects her on a
personal level.

C&: Can you talk about the title of your exhibition and what you hope viewers take away
from Seized the Imagination? Several of your works seem grounded in the disturbing realities
of modern day America and feel anything but imaginary.
Nina Chanel Abney: I came up with the title Seized the Imagination after realizing the very things
that drive my work (social media and the news) were blocking my creativity. There was a point when
I didn’t want to watch the news – or consume media – hence the title. Then I came across an artist
who paints fake self-help book titles, and I was specifically drawn to one that read, “How to Feel
How You Felt Before you Knew What You Know Now.” After thinking about Seized the
Imagination, my ideation was organic regarding a response to “seized.”

C&: Certain symbols crop up repeatedly in your work, e.g. dollar signs, eyes, Xs, and birds.
Others, such as fire symbols, seem new. How do you use those?
NCA: Symbols are as ubiquitous as language, and with the advent of mobile technology and rapidfire communication, they are shaping up to be a benchmark of communication for our time. I have
been especially influenced by emojis and their layered meanings. Someone once said to me that my
work is indicative of the digital era that we are embarking upon – and I’d like to think that the
disassociated use of letters, numbers, and shapes is akin to a time capsule. I am interested in a
universal language – a unifying code that allows for people who would not regularly patronize a
gallery or museum.
C&: For some reason the symbols remind me of Egyptian hieroglyphics. Is there any truth or
basis to that?
NCA: I think that I often feel that connection to Egyptian hieroglyphics in my public mural works. I
am interested in the possibility of people (or whoever the human species has evolved to be) hundreds
of years from now randomly coming across my work in unsuspecting locations and feeling like they
have discovered something.
C&: The works Black and Blues and White River Fish Kill seem to be referring to
Charlottesville and the Texas pool incident respectively. Can you elaborate on the ongoing
theme of racial oppression and violence in your work?
NCA: My work is a direct reflection of the time in which the work was created. And I pull my
inspiration directly from the news and current events. Unfortunately, racial oppression and violence
is an ongoing theme in our world.
C&: There is a lot of violence in this exhibition whether it is practiced by the state or fellow
human beings. How does this affect you on a personal level? Is the process of representing such
violence (re)traumatizing? Or even cathartic?
NCA: It doesn’t really affect me on a personal level. Sometimes when I am doing research for a body
of work and digging up painful imagery, I can at times become sad or angry, but I wouldn’t
necessarily call it (re)traumatizing. I am able to turn those feelings into motivation. I become more
inspired to make work that will hopefully initiate some steps towards positive change. I am also able
to treat the canvas as a place to purge and process everything I take in (good or bad). The process of
representing violence specifically isn’t cathartic at all. What’s cathartic is the process of having a
place to put all of the information that I have taken in, and being able to see it all in one place to
begin to process it.
C&: There is a really interesting tension between the gravity of the themes in your work and
the rich, bright colors you illustrate them with – which has become part of your signature. Is
that a deliberate choice or something that is more intuitive?
NCA: Using a bright color palette is a deliberate choice. Because I tend to deal with rather heavy
subject matters, I wanted to find a way to draw the viewer into the work regardless. Also, I noticed
that a lot of cartoons such as Family Guy, South Park and The Simpsons can deal with controversial

issues pretty effectively because cartoons aren’t “real,” so people have a much higher tolerance for
them, so I have deliberately combined my love for satirical cartoons and bright colors to create work
that will initially bring the viewer in simply because they may be visually enticed to do so, and once
they are in front of the work they are almost forced to engage with more difficult subject matters.

Syma Mohammed is a journalist who is passionate about chronicling the achievements of women
and interested in the way art can challenge people’s perspectives and can be used as a vehicle for
social change.
Nina Chanel Abney, Seized the Imagination, was on show at Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, in
November and December 2017.

Nina Chanel Abney Talks Anger and Fear
By Katy Donoghue

Nina Chanel Abney’s “Seized the Imagination” opens at Jack
Shainmantoday (on view through December 20) along with her show
“Safe House” at Mary Boone Gallery (on view through December
22). The artist is known for her colorful canvases, which are at times
frenzied or chaotic, packed with pop culture imagery and references
to current events. Looking at her work is comparable to the feeling of
information overload we get when browsing the Internet or staring at
our phones. Abney’s new body of work recognizes our powerlessness
over the manipulations of technology and media, and the feelings that
arise as a result.
WHITEWALLER: Was there a starting point for your show “Seized the
Imagination” at Jack Shainman?

NINA CHANEL ABNEY: How to feel the way you felt before you knew
what you know now, a fictional self-help book title painted by Johan
Deckmann, from his “Art Therapy” series. I had been feeling
uninspired, not my usual self, and I realized that after immersing myself
in the news, social media, pop culture, et cetera nonstop to produce
work, it was finally taking a toll. And the very thing that drives my
work was simultaneously seizing my imagination (hence the title of the
show). So “Seized the Imagination” at Jack Shainman will be an
exploration of the recognition of our seemingly unescapable and
unrepairable circumstances, i.e., technology/media as means of
manipulation and control, global warming, racism, homophobia,
xenophobia, sexism, gentrification, et cetera. The show will explore
the relationship between anger and fear, conventionality and
acquiescence.
I am also doing a collaborative project at Mary Boone Gallery to
coincide with “Seized the Imagination.” In a nutshell, Jack Shainman’s
show will tackle “what we know now” and its effects and implications.
And the work that will be in Mary Boone’s show, titled “Safe house,”
will explore “how to feel the way you felt before you knew what you
know now” and ponder the questions “How to reclaim anger? How to
restore creativity? How to find joy in the mundane?”
WW: The shows come after your first major museum show at the
Nasher Museum of Art, which just closed in July. What was it like
looking back at 10 years of your work?
NCA: It was great to look back at my older work. A lot of times when I
look at much older work, oddly it doesn’t feel like I created it. But it’s
an amazing opportunity for me to reminisce and possibly take another
look at the things I was interested in 10 years ago and look at their

current relevance. Also, to see if there is anything I would like to revisit
in my new work and further investigate.
WW: You’ve said, “I’m very intentional about creating work that gets
a mixed response, and every interpretation is welcome. I want to start
conversations and arguments, for viewers to participate in the work
and have their own personal relationship with it.” Has that always
been important for you in your practice?
NCA: Yes, what’s the point of creating work if the viewer’s only
participation is simply just viewing it? I aim to create work that is
accessible to everyone. From frequent gallery patrons to someone who
has never been inside of an art museum.
WW: What kinds of conversations are you hoping to open up in your
more recent work?
NCA: I have previously talked a lot about this idea of information
overload. And if we think about that in addition to all of the things
going on currently, it can be very overwhelming. And that can result in
many things . . . anger, fear, sadness, intentional ignorance, people
operating in autopilot. I just hope this body of work will allow people
to take a moment to check in with themselves to see where they stand,
and ask themselves, have they truly processed the current state of the
world, and their place in it.
WW: You’ve expressed interest in translating your work to other
media, like sneakers or bags. Why does that interest you?

NCA: I like to explore new things and challenge myself, and not
confine my creativity to a canvas. I also am interested in translating my
work to other media as a way to create more access and broaden my
audience.
WW: Where else would you like to see your work? Who else do you
want to see your work?
NCA: I am interested in more public art, possibly huge outdoor
paintings or large sculpture.
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Seized the Imagination
November 13, 2017

Amongst a plethora of political art, an overload of creative responses to
topical controversy, Nina Chanel Abney stands out.
Her new show, Seized the Imagination, which opened last week at Jack
Shainman, is strong, emotional, serious, and eloquent— while somehow
weaving in an element of optimism.
She makes use of her medium with maturity, touching on overtly current,
uncomfortable topics with artful tact, and timeless creativity.
Images and below text courtesy of Jack Shainman

Abney’s distinctive, declarative color palette and pulsating forms come together in
tightly compressed compositions to convey a sense of action on the brink of
claustrophobia and potential collapse. The overarching mood is a “nothing matters”
attitude in response to conditions that are seemingly inescapable and irreversible—global
warming, xenophobia, gun violence, racism, sexism—that permeate news headlines

across the country. Rather than depicting specific conflicts, Abney highlights the violence
of the takeover and the simultaneous passivity in submitting to a force greater than
oneself, no matter how ominous and dispiriting the reality.
In addition to dejection, technology is an omnipresent theme in the exhibition and
Abney’s oeuvre more broadly. The feeling of information overload that emanates
throughout is at times joyful, but also stresses media’s role as a tool to manipulate and
deceive. Abney’s enigmatic canvases propose a new type of history painting, one
grounded in the barrage of everyday events and their collision of anxieties, all funneled
through the velocity of the internet.

NINA CHANEL ABNEY:
Safe House/Seized the Imagination
by Will Whitney
MARY BOONE GALLERY | NOVEMBER 9 – DECEMBER 22, 2017
JACK SHAINMAN | NOVEMBER 9 – DECEMBER 20, 2017

Nina Chanel Abney, Untitled, 2017. Acrylic and spray paint on canvas, 5
panels, 96 1/8 × 60 15/16 × 1 15/16 inches each. Courtesy Jack Shainman
Gallery.
The title of Nina Chanel Abney’s exhibition at Mary Boone, Safe House, caught my
attention almost instantly. In such politically charged times, not making a statement is
often a statement in itself. Webster’s defines a safe house as “a place where one may
engage in secret activities or take refuge.” This led to my intrigue about what one might
find at a show with such a title. Of course, Nina Chanel Abney is no stranger to bold
statements. She burst onto the art scene a decade ago with her painting Class of 2007
(2007), which depicted her graduating MFA class, in which she was the only black
student. She flipped the script and turned herself into a white, blue-eyed, blonde prison
guard, and the rest of her classmates into black inmates.
Abney’s aim in this show is to combat the negative stereotypes with which the

mainstream media often portrays African Americans. The exhibitions features eight
single-panel paintings, two 96-by-96 inches and six 96-by-72 inches, all depicting
people engaged in everyday activities that would not be deemed newsworthy. While
Abney is primarily a painter, for this exhibition she sourced graphics from old ‘60s
comics and posters dealing with households, leisure, and safety, and then proceeded to
paint over them. The works bring to mind Stuart Davis and Romare Bearden.

Nina Chanel Abney, In the Land Without Feelings, 2017. Acrylic on canvas, 86 × 72. © Nina Chanel
Abney. Courtesy Jack Shainman Gallery and Mary Boone Gallery, New York.

The message resonates loud and clear. Abney seeks to create a conversation with the
work, using the canvas as a means of social dialogue, seemingly mocking the
outdated posters with a touch of reality. In the Land without Feelings (2017) shows
an African-American man doing yoga while colorful birds and pink hearts look
down upon him. Beneath his hands are the words “Official Safety Man,” while
amidst the birds and hearts, poster-esque type announces, “It’s great to be alive!”
Such tongue-in-cheek statements fill the gallery, with other works exclaiming “Get
the First Aid Right Away” and “Watch Out For the Other Guy! Uh oh Black, Oh no
Blacks.” While the serious message in all of these works is clear, the poster-esque
depictions also lend an air of playfulness, occasionally emphasizing Abney’s
message of racial unity while other times undermining a topic that is undoubtedly
one of the most vexing in our nation.
Ultimately, these thought-provoking works showcase Abney’s ability to draw her
viewers into her world. Having always been a political artist, Abney reflects this
nature in her new show, but fails really to push the conversation in any particular

direction. Too often, Abney’s works bring up an idea only to stop short of allowing
her viewers to confront it, seemingly bringing it to center stage and leaving it there,
disengaging with the topic. This lends to the exhibition a seemingly stream-ofconscious quality, with Abney’s initial idea made clear but no further guidance
should one seek to push the conversation further.

Nina Chanel Abney, In the Land Without Feelings, 2017. Acrylic on canvas, 86 × 72. © Nina Chanel
Abney. Courtesy Jack Shainman Gallery and Mary Boone Gallery, New York.

Abney’s concurrent exhibition, Seized the Imagination at Jack Shainman Gallery,
features similar work to Safe House. However, Seized the Imagination melds a
confident ability to paint with a nod to the current technology-driven state of our
society. This work appears a bit bolder, the Davis and Bearden influences on full
display. While Abney seems very tongue-in-cheek in Safe House, at Shainman her
work explodes in color. She works in a variety of sizes, ranging from 84-by-120 to
48-by-36, as well as a five-panel untitled work. The contagious pace is also
noticeable in these works, as there appears to be a narrative to the works, yet no
clear indicator of how that narrative is to be perceived. The lone work in the first
gallery, Penny Dreadful (2017), an acrylic and spray on canvas, shows two police
officers grabbing a man while two civilians shine flashlights, an ode to police
brutality in the era of cell phones. Hands clicking cell phones are depicted in the far
left corner while the right side of the painting features a car overwritten with the
words “FUCK TRUMP” and “WOW.” The panel painting in the main
gallery, Untitled (2017), addresses the topic of violence, with each panel making
note of how violence begets violence, ending with two white police officers—both
red in the face, as if about to pounce into action—standing above a sign reading
“And-Niggers.” These works seem to allude to a state of helplessness in the face of
turmoil, with Abney seemingly admitting that with so much going wrong it is often
easy to feel overwhelmed and hopeless. Abney alludes to this feeling through out the

exhibition, matter-of-factly acknowledging that these are emotions familiar to many
in 2017.
Both shows provide the viewer with a grasp of what is going on in Abney’s mind and
in her desire to be political. As a collaborative two-gallery exhibition, each space
highlights Abney’s talented palette, with Safe House allowing Abney the freedom to
strike up a conversation with viewers, and Seized the Imaginationoperating as a
reminder that nothing is ever as simple as one might wish. In 2017, being
overwhelmed is an experience common to many, but Abney here—albeit with mixed
results—seeks to hammer her point home and contribute to the growing political
resistance against those who preach hatred and separation instead of love and unity.
Undoubtedly talented, Abney further shows her potential in these two exhibitions.
But they also beg the questions of whether she has pushed herself in regards to
political artwork, and whether she can continue to do so in the future.

October 4, 2017

Holmberg, Ryan. “Exhibition Reviews: Durham, N.C. – Nina Chanel Abney, Nasher Museum of Art: on view through July 16.” Art in America.
May 2017: p. 132, illustrated.
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18 Female Artists on Their Favorite Female
Artists
By Dayna Evans

Continuing the Cut’s series celebrating women in the arts, and expanding on the National Museum of Women in the
Arts’ socialmedia campaign to get their followers to name #5WomenArtists, we asked female artists to tell us about
the female artist they’ve been inspired by most. For more, see the first and second entries in the series — women
curators and art professors — here and here.

Nina Chanel Abney

Nina Chanel Abney, Why. Photo: Courtesy of the artist
“It’s so hard for me hard to choose one artist, so I have two that are very different in presentation, but similar in
concept. The first artist that I’m currently looking at is Nina Chanel Abney. Her paintings are graphic, powerful, and
surreal. Her current images read like short stories with symbols and colors floating through an abstract space. They
interrogate many social and political themes through this lens. Her paintings pack a powerful punch and inspire me
to work harder on my own paintings and collages to communicate the political unrest I feel.

My other inspiration is Adrian Piper. I first learned about her during a college arthistory class. We watched her
video piece Cornered. This was my first experience with video art in a class setting. This video pointedly confronts
and shatters the concept of whiteness in an uncomfortable matteroffact way. Its as if Piper is delivering the
evening news. Adrian Piper is one of my favorite artists because the line between her life and her art doesn’t exist.
She inspires me because her performances are protests against the expected.”
–Ashley Teamer, artist

April 1st, 2017
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NINA CHANEL ABNEY Royal Flush
by Samuel Feldblum

NASHER MUSEUM OF ART, DUKE UNIVERSITY
FEBRUARY 16 – JULY 16, 2017
From the outset of her career, painter Nina Chanel Abney draped identities over her characters as
changeably as clothes. Her thesis work, Class of 2007 (2007), depicts her school cohort in negative, with
Abney—the only black student in the class—as a white prison guard, blonde-haired and blue-eyed, with
assault rifle in hand. Her classmates, depicted as black prisoners, don orange jumpsuits and manacles. The
conceit is simple but powerful, tying a critique of art institutions to wider social concerns, and jarring
subjects and the viewer into an unsteadied sense of self.
The work is on view, alongside the ensuing ten years of Abney’s
oeuvre, at Duke’s Nasher Museum of Art; it is Abney’s first solo
museum show. The works are broken up into four
chronological groupings, which trace both the maturation of
the artist’s style and her engagement of changing features of
American life from 2007 through 2017.
Other early works of Abney’s marry a similarly raw style with
discomfiting subjects. In Close but No Cigar (2008), Abney
Chanel Abney, Mad 51st, 2012. Acrylic on canvas,
repurposes Joseph Louw’s stirring photograph of the aftermath Nina
40 × 30 inches. Collection of Jeanne Williams and Jason
Greenman. © Nina Chanel Abney. Courtesy Kravets
of the assassination of Martin Luther King on the balcony of
Wehby Gallery, New York, New York.
Memphis’s Lorraine Hotel, with King’s companions pointing
toward where the fatal shot came from. On Abney’s large canvas, a stricken King-Obama composite lies on
the ground swathed in an American flag, his brain plopped fully out of his head. Behind, a frothing mass
points wildly, not at the fallen hero, but at a mysterious faceless figure in a yellow leotard and with a
bleeding heart—perhaps the assassin, perhaps Hope herself set to wing.
By 2009, Abney’s painting style had become less wet, her drips more controlled, and both figures and
backgrounds flatter. A series of group-portrait style pieces demonstrate a focus on American celebrity
culture and a dip into the world of fantasy. In Make it Reign (2009), an male-ish figure with breasts leans
back, tongue-out, like a rock-star deep in guitar solo, a stripper pole instead between his/her legs. But in

place of a sexually attentive crowd, two dogs bark menacingly. The substitution of one type of attention for
another highlights the fickleness of a crowd’s emotion.
After 2011, Abney’s style again shifted, now combining her flat color fields with muralistic elements to
create vibrant canvases that often embedded social commentary. Mad 51st (2012) includes some elements
that recur as motifs of many of her works thereafter: Xs peppered across the canvas, staccato words
deployed playfully or plaintively—often both—and bright geometric shapes. The work harkens clearly to
Stuart Davis’s surreal, energetic landscapes-cum-dreamscapes. Hands and faces float among bright shapes,
uttering “oy” and “boo.” One X lies atop a kiss between what appear to be white and black male figures.
In school, Abney studied computer science as well as visual arts; her work after 2011 traces the increasingly
chaotic information environment as the digital began to creep more intricately into personal lives. Her early
focus on the public gaze as something monstrous presaged the rise of social media to ubiquity. She
graduated the same year the iPhone debuted, before social media and attention merchants unleashed the
public gaze into the most intimate reaches of private life, before the idealism of early web giants gave way to
the need to turn profits through cascades of junk information and accompanying advertisements.
Abney’s canvases became more chaotic and busier to reflect these emerging realities, even as they returned
more explicitly to political messaging as well. Untitled (Fuck T*e *op) (2014) revisits, in larger format, the
sensory dynamism of city life. In all the colorful excitement, it takes a moment for the six black faces (with
white noses and lips) to emerge fully. This was the year that the shooting of Michael Brown sparked the
founding of the Black Lives Matter movement. Some of the faces hoot out short words, some cry. The
largest has one of the floating Xs slapped atop his mouth; another has an X over his ear. One woman wails
in a floating blue circle, red bullet holes dripping angrily beside her. Nobody seems to hear. Noise is
everywhere. “Pow” is scrawled out in one nook. “Ow” echoes back.
The newest work in the show, Catfish (2017), revisits Abney’s focus on gender, as women white and black
bend over raunchily in four panels, one man standing amid them under the word “wow.” Alongside her
usual graffiti motifs, stenciled dollar signs dot the canvas, and pyramids of eyes hover. There is no subtlety
to the sex on display; it is gaudy and cynical, a spectacle for our viewing pleasure. And the money flows, and
the women submit, and the world keeps watching, always watching.
CONTRIBUTOR
Samuel Feldblum
SAMUEL FELDBLUM is an armchair philosopher pondering getting out of his armchair.
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‘Black Lives Matter’ is one of many threads running through
Nina Chanel Abney’s art

BY DAVID MENCONI

dmenconi@newsobserver.com

DURHAM — A decade ago, artist Nina Chanel Abney had her breakout with a striking piece of agit-art. It was an oversized
painting called “Class of 2007,” a portrait of Abney’s class at New York’s Parsons School of Design.
Abney was the lone black student in the class, but she rendered herself as a white, blonde and blue-eyed prison guard –
watching over her classmates, who she depicted as African-American inmates.
“I’m still in touch with a lot of these people,” Abney said recently, looking at “Class of 2007” on a gallery wall of Duke
University’s Nasher Museum of Art and pointing to different ﬁgures. “Nick Van Woert, he’s an amazing sculptor. And
Langdon, Dave, Jen. But it got a mixed reaction at the time.”
Abney paused to laugh a bit.
“That was welcome,” she continued. “Especially now, I want to make work that gets multiple reactions, not just one. I’m
very intentional about creating work that gets a mixed response, and every interpretation is welcome. I want to start
conversations and arguments, for viewers to participate in the work and have their own personal relationship with it.”
“Class of 2007” attracted widespread attention and was part of 2008’s “30 Americans” exhibit in Miami. That’s where
curator Marshall N. Price saw it – which led directly to the painting’s current place in Durham as part of “Royal Flush,” a
career-spanning exhibit of about 30 of Abney’s pieces.

“She really stood out, which was really saying something given that that show was just ﬁlled with luminaries,” Price said.
“Nina’s paintings are not only provocative in terms of imagery and narrative, there’s also a historical component to different
levels. There’s a protest spirit about it that you see in a lot of work from the ’60s and ’70s, and I love the notion of protestpainting.”

Going political
Now 34, Abney was born in Chicago and got started the same way a lot of artists do, copying things she liked. Her efforts
grew more serious in high school, ﬁnally crystallizing into the politically charged works she began producing in college –
brightly colored, coursing with racially charged images both abstract and concrete.
Not long after “Class of 2007” came “Dirty Wash,” inspired by a combination of celebrity gossip and political scandals.
Abney painted an image of a friend of hers reacting to a bikini-clad Condoleezza Rice, who was President George W. Bush’s
Secretary of State at the time.

“

SHE’S A HUMANIST IN THE MOST GENEROUS SENSE OF THE WORD, CONVEYING THE HUMAN CONDITION AND THE IDEA THAT HUMANITY
HOLDS ITS DESTINATION IN ITS OWN HANDS.
Nasher curator Marshall N. Price

Then there’s 2008’s “Close But No Cigar,” based on photographer Joseph Louw’s iconic picture of the immediate aftermath
of civil-rights leader Martin Luther King Jr.’s assassination in Memphis. Abney imagines the scene as a garish burlesque, with
Barack Obama, who was still a candidate and not president when she painted it, wrapped in an American ﬂag. The site and
year of King’s assassination are represented, Lorraine Motel and 1968.
“My earlier works like these were more narrative, with clues to what they’re based on,” Abney said. “But over time, I shifted
to more abstract narratives, stripping away the backgrounds to take away speciﬁc meanings to latch onto. That really
informed the collages I started to do. Then I got a studio in Times Square, and between that and the overload of information
– news and Facebook and everything else – it all started to feel like chaos. There was no one story, but many stories. All of
them fragments.”

Becoming a brand
In recent years, protests around the “Black Lives Matter” movement have given Abney ample raw material to work with. A
lot of her paintings from the past few years depict confrontations between African-Americans and white law-enforcement
ofﬁcers, but Abney declines to do much in the way of explaining.
“She doesn’t give a lot away,” Price said. “But her work is very thought-provoking. There’s always something resonant to
take away. We’ve been working on this show for several years, and it becomes more timely with every passing moment. That
only underscores its urgency. I think she’s a humanist in the most generous sense of the word, conveying the human
condition and the idea that humanity holds its destination in its own hands.”
Beyond painting, Abney has lately started working with computer printouts while pondering a move into photographs,
sculpture and even branding. She’s working with a brand manager now, which means her artwork might be coming soon to a
product near you.
“I’m trying to see if my work can translate into other media,” she said. “Creating a sneaker, partnering with some brands.
Not too many artists are doing both, and there are concerns that too much commercial work dilutes your ﬁne art. But it’s a
fun challenge to see if I can conquer both.”

Meantime, Abney is also doing temporary murals, which are every bit as striking as her paintings. She spray-painted one on a
gallery wall at the Nasher for “Royal Flush,” dashing it off in a couple of days. And it’s beautiful, if temporary, which doesn’t
concern the artist.
“Eh,” she said with a shrug and a smile, “I’ll just make another one somewhere.”
David Menconi: 919-829-4759, @NCDavidMenconi

EXHIBIT DETAILS
What: “Nina Chanel Abney: Royal Flush”
When: Through July 16
Where: Nasher Art Museum, 2001 Campus Drive, Durham
Cost: $5 adults, $4 age 65 and older, $3 non-Duke students. Free for children 15 and under, Nasher members, Duke students, faculty and
staﬀ - and everyone Thursdays, 5-9 p.m.
Hours: Closed Mondays; 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday; 10 a.m.-9 p.m. Thursday; noon-5 p.m. Sunday
More info: 919-684-5135 or nasher.duke.edu/abney
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Nina Chanel Abney. Photography by Charlie Rubin.
In this complicated cultural moment the U.S. is experiencing, Nina Chanel Abney knows just how
to press the hot buttons of sexuality, gender, religion and race in her paintings—committing her
voice to the Black Lives Matter movement. Referring to the current political uneasiness, Abney
declares, “This discomfort isn’t from lack of awareness but from avoidance of critical topics.”
Peppered with clever doses of spontaneity and satire, Abney’s large crayola-colored canvases and
murals have turned the Chicago native into an art star in the making. Since 2007, she has been
carving out an energetic presence, with her previous gallery Kravets Wehby, in four successive
solo shows and a number of group exhibitions. Class of 2007, a
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ery work created for her Parsons MFA thesis presentation, reverberated loudly in the art world.
Abney represented her white student peers as shackled black prisoners, and herself (the sole
African-American) as a stern-faced Caucasian prison guard.

The spark was lit from there. The in uential collectors Don and Mera Rubell included Abney, then
6, in the ground-breaking group show of Black artists called “30 Americans.” The exhibit is
urrently on view in its tenth iteration at the Tacoma Art Museum.
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In 2016 alone, Abney, now 34, has exhibited her work in “Flatlands” at the Whitney Museum; the

d

international group show “Greek Gotham” (curated by Maria Brito); an artist residency, and the

ev

solo exhibtion “If You Say So…” at Gateway Project Spaces in Newark, New Jersey, among various
projects. Abney capped off the year by joining the vaunted Jack Shainman Gallery, entering a
family of artists rooted in social advocacy, feminism and black identity, including Kerry James
Marshall and Carrie Mae Weems. Gallery Director Joeonna Bellorado-Samuels says, “Abney
employs color, a frenetic mashup of representation and abstraction which engages popular
culture, mass media and history painting like no other artist in our program.”

In her next power move, Abney is prepping for her rst major museum exhibition, “Royal Flush”
opening February 16 at the Nasher Museum of Art. There, Abney will present a decade of her
work including thirty paintings, watercolors and collages. “The stories Nina tells in her paintings
are humorous, poignant and sometimes painful,” says Marshall N. Price, Ph.D., the show’s curator.
“I wanted to assemble 10 years of her work as a way to re ect on some of these issues the
country is grappling with, and hopefully take the visitor on journey of wonder, fright, and
pleasure.”
A wild ride of rage, irony, sex and violence, this show will present all of her animated and audacious
characters. Following its North Carolina run, “Royal Flush,” will travel to the Chicago Cultural
Center, and culminate in Los Angeles, in two joint exhibitions at the Institute of Contemporary Art
and the California African American Museum.
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A detail of Abney’s studio wall

Of course, to view Abney’s recent rise only through the gallery and museum lens is to miss
perhaps the most potent component of her practice: mural-making. “I follow the ethos of the
street artist, so my work is in response to the community, its inhabitants and the physical surface
that I work on,” she says.
Recent murals, including one in Newark near her studio, feature clean geometric shapes, bold
graphic text, and genderless black gures, which collide in an urban setting. Meanwhile, in the
second edition of Coney Art Walls, an outdoor summer street art museum curated by Jeffrey
Deitch, sexy black mermaids interface with a psychedelic geometric composition.
Whether on gallery or city walls, Abney’s work continually invokes Stuart Davis’ frenzied
compositions in bold primary colors, alludes to Matisse’s at and sensual gures, with some of
Peter Saul’s political humor thrown in too, while repackaging these references for the 2010s
armed with a booming hip-hop bravado. Scrolling through her Instagram, it’s evident hip-hop icons
including Diddy, Kanye West, Q-Tip and Swizz Beatz, who included her in the Bronx edition of his
No Commission art fair, have reciprocated respect for her work too.
Although political messages have commanded her canvases for years now, Abney admits, “in the
upcoming years I would like to see my work become even more of an instigator for meaningful,
inclusive and positive change,” she says. “The art that I’m drawn to and nd the most impactful has
a certain level of ambiguity that forces me to answer many questions for myself.”
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At the Nasher, canvases from a new voice

Submitted/Nina Chanel Abney
Nina Chanel Abney, “Close But No Cigar,” 2008, acrylic on canvas, 84-by-146 inches. Collection of Scott R. Coleman. Image
courtesy of Kravets Wehby Gallery, New York, New York.

“Nina Chanel Abney: Royal Flush,” Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University, through July 16.
Nina Chanel Abney’s big paintings look like highway billboards: brilliantly clear colors, flat
figures and large black lettering. Billboards sell things, and while she is not promoting a
product, she is telling stories that are at once humorous and provocative. They address issues
of social justice, racial dynamics, politics and celebrity as they play out in today’s world.

Her work shows careful study of such masters as Stuart Davis (1894-1964), Romare Bearden
(1911-1988) and Jean-Michel Basquiat (1960-1988) and then becomes uniquely hers as
something fresh and original. She is a product of the 21st century with TV and its running script
at the bottom of the screen, text messages, social media, newspapers, music: the cacophony of
today’s sounds and images. It is that overload she incorporates into her canvases.
The Nasher exhibition includes 30 canvases and is Abney’s first solo museum show; this is after
a meteoric rise in the art world. The day after her MFA thesis exhibition at Parsons School of
Design opened, she was invited to join New York’s Kravets Wehby Gallery. In that show was
“Class of 2007,” 2007; it is her earliest painting at the Nasher. “Class” is big, 114-by-186
inches. Abney stands at the left, dressed as a white prison guard, semi-automatic at the
ready. A vertical band separates her from her fellow classmates who are all white but have
posed as black inmates wearing orange jumpsuits.
The message is clear: As the only student of color in her class, she decries the lack of diversity
at the graduate level and also points out the overwhelming majority of African-Americans in
American prisons. A year later the gallery gave her a solo show, which caught the attention of
major collectors Donald and Mera Rubell. One of the paintings they bought was “Class of
2007.”
By 2008 she is still painting big and her themes are about celebrity, mixing rock stars and
politicians. She has said she is fascinated by the fact that celebrity is not just more interesting; it
is more important than politics and merges well with race issues. For example in “Randaleeza,”
2008, she depicts the former secretary of state, Condoleezza Rice, wearing a white bikini. Also
in the painting is a friend, Randall, being attacked by dogs, which is a reference to the football
player Michael Vick, who was involved in illegal dog-fighting. The scenario is totally impossible,
but it does focus on how distorted is the distinction between celebrity culture and the political
realm. As I was looking at this and thinking, I had never seen Condoleezza Rice in any sort of
painting, much less one that frames a berserk world on a huge signboard.
Sarah Schroth, the director of the museum, happened by and stopped to talk. Schroth said
devoting one entire part of the museum to such a young artist was certainly a new thing for the

Nasher, but when she talked with some of the Duke students, they told her the work really
spoke to them. She also told me that Abney’s studio has a TV blasting and rock music going
and all that gets turned into her paintings. Then she added when the Rubells put Abney into
their collection her star rose to unbelievable heights.
Another painting about celebrity is “Close but No Cigar,” 2008. She based the painting on the
famous photograph by Joseph Louw, taken at the Lorraine Motel just after the shooting of Dr.
Martin Luther King. She reimagines the painting with President Obama, wrapped in the
American flag, as the assassinated King and adds masked figures and yellow gloves, which are
part of her iconic vocabulary.
One of the galleries is devoted to a series based on the fairy tales “Beauty and the Beast” and
“Forbidden Fruit,” from “Alice in Wonderland.” In “Beauty in the Beast,” 2009, there are two
white women in black face. One holds a black baby and one holds a piglet. Her take on this is
the media’s questioning the sincerity of Madonna and Angeline Jolie, who adopted African and
African-American babies.
In 2011 Abney begins to incorporate geometric forms, letters, words and emoji-like faces into
her work. She also adds collage and cut out paper as a new technique. Although the size is
more modest, the surfaces are still stuffed with imagery. At this time she also expunged color
from her paintings, giving herself a technical workout, much like Picasso, who returned time and
again to classical painting and its discipline before moving onto new challenges. This young
woman works tirelessly and the number of paintings and the quality of her work attest to her
devotion to her art.
On one of the gallery walls in a general text, we are told the artist is moving away from an
earlier loosely painted quality toward increasing flatness and “abstraction, harbingers of her
mature style.” The idea of a “mature style” for a young artist, just 10 years out of art school, set
me thinking about youthful talent and how it can burn out if it is not nurtured. From her web site
bio, she has been unbelievably successful with a number of solo gallery shows, some of which
sold out. She is also in major museum collections like the Brooklyn Museum and Washington’s
Corcoran. The Rubells included her in their Miami exhibition “30 Americans” and, although she

was the youngest in the group, she had one whole room devoted to her work. That show came
to the N.C. Museum of Art when it was touring the country.
Now, she has a solo museum exhibition. There is no question Abney is talented, but if I were
her advisor I would encourage her to slow down, dig deeper into her soul, build on her solid
base, and do not wring herself dry.

Nina Chanel Abney and the Premonition of
Social Change

The contiguous gallery bridges the earlier, figurative works with the beginning
of the abstract ones; it is a link in Abney’s career that must be seen in order to
understand how she transitioned from a more traditional way of painting to

on to the next set of large-scale canvases where Abney began to digitally print
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Nina Chanel A ne ’ ‘Ro al Flu h’ opening part , a cele ration of lack art and
culture
By Nina Wilder | Wednesday, February 22

(http://www.dukechronicle.com/multimedia/28186)

The crowd at the Nasher Museum of Art last Thursday was bustling and spirited, a diverse commingling of students and
residents from the farthest reaches of the Triangle area. Exhausted parents chased restless children through the lobby,
snippets of conversations about art and politics ﬂoated freely above the fringe and people milled about the hallways of
art, stopping frequently to snap pictures and ponder them silently. The droves of people were there to partake in the
opening party for “Royal Flush,” an exhibition of artist Nina Chanel Abney’s work over the last ten years.
Abney, who is 34 years old and hails from Chicago, Illinois, creates art that should make you feel uncomfortable–her
commentaries on race, sex, religion and sexuality eschew conventional modes of storytelling in art that we’ve become
accustomed to. Instead, Abney opts to bombard the viewer from the outset with images, words, numbers and colors that
have been collaged in a manner that’s both coherent and overwhelming. Her work stems from an era wherein
information is disseminated across smartphone screens and news cycles with unrelenting fervor, the incessant barrage
of information a clear inspiration for both the style and content of her art. Marwa Yusuf, a Ph.D. student at UNC-Chapel
Hill who was in attendance at the opening party, noted the forcefulness of Abney’s style.

“What drew me to her work–I hadn’t heard of her before coming [to the event]–is deﬁnitely the themes, but also the
colors,” she said. “There’s something about the colors that’s just so bold, but in a way that’s not boldness for boldness’s sake. There’s a coherence with the theme.”
While Abney’s artwork may be frantic and busy, her intentions are clear–whether it’s by painting a police ofﬁcer with the word “OINK” adorned on his chest or depicting former secretary of state
Condoleezza Rice as part of a famous celebrity couple, Abney ensures that the viewer will be forced to engage with themes ranging from police brutality, the objectiﬁcation of women’s bodies and the
prevalence of celebrity culture. And in a millennium where unarmed black men are killed by law enforcement daily and treating women like second-class citizens doesn’t bar you from the presidency,
Abney’s criticisms are more than signiﬁcant and relevant–they are unavoidable.
“These [pieces] are all very dense, and I think that [Abney] communicated in a way that’s not subtle,” Yusuf said. “I think that’s how it should be–at least our conversation about these topics needs to be out
loud and clear.”
Tackling such upsetting and moving subject matters doesn’t have to be a dismal affair, though–Abney is wickedly sharp, her sense of humor woven seamlessly into the pieces and often belying the
seriousness of what she’s depicting. But humor is a weapon that can be wielded to make traumatic events more emotionally accessible, as noted by UNC-Chapel Hill Ph.D. student Katie Merriman, who
attended the opening party with Yusuf.
“I think her use of farce is really helpful, because often times trying to overlay a sense of seriousness about an event that involves violence takes away from the ability to talk about the emotional and the
psychological impact of such an event,” Merriman said. “To kind of throwback at people who just want to talk about information and numbers and instead say, ‘How could this happen?’”
“When we think about things that are political, this is not how we think about them,” Yusuf added. “But there are desires, there is humor, there are all of these social practices that sometimes get ignored
when we talk about politics. So it broadens the scope of what is political and what’s not.”
To categorize Abney’s work as merely protest art or another form of activism for Black Lives Matter is to diminish the ambitious portfolio that she’s carefully curated. Abney’s art is a visceral celebration of
blackness and identity that’s both critical and joyous, proof of the nuanced beauty that can arise in response to systemic oppression. The bright, irreverent canvases draw you in with their chaos, humor
and shocking images, but when you pull back, Abney’s voice seems to say: I am black, I am proud and I am powerful.
Reﬂective of this recognition of blackness and black culture were the festivities that occurred during the opening party, emceed by Durham resident, NCCU and UNC-CH professor and musician Pierce
Freelon. The performances included Duke student saxophonist Edgeri Hudlin, poets from Freelon’s Afro-futurist makerspace for black youth called Blackspace and Duke student and spoken word artist
Ashley Croker-Benn.
Any music played was made by black musicians and any poem performed dealt with black identity, all in the presence of Abney’s paintings, encircled by the difﬁculties and victories that accompany being
black in America. It was an emotional outpouring of identity and culture that complimented Abney’s work well, an urgent reminder that compassion for others and a yearning for change are essential.
Nina Chanel Abney’s “Royal Flush” will be on display at the Nasher Museum of Art until July 16. The exhibition is a 10-year survey of approximately 30 of the artist’s paintings, watercolors and collages.
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CHANEL ABNEY NOW SHOWS WITH JACK SHAINMAN
BY Andrew Russeth
POSTED 11/28/16 11:32 AM

Nina Chanel Abney, Where, 2015.
COURTESY THE ARTIST AND JACK SHAINMAN GALLERY

With the opening of Art Basel Miami Beach less than two days away, New York’s Jack Shainman Gallery
(()/(5."#-5'),(#(!5.". it will now show the superb young painter Nina Chanel Abney and have her

work on offer at the fair, which runs Wednesday through Sunday at the Miami Beach Convention Center.
Abney, who was born in Chicago in 1982 and works in New York, has garnered attention in recent years
for large-scaled, brightly colored, tightly geometricized figurative paintings whose subjects range from
punchy riffs on art-historical tropes (bathers, religious iconography) to disturbing depictions of police
brutality against people of color. The flat shapes of Stuart Davis and late Henri Matisse are a
potent inspiration.
Previously represented by Kravets/Wehby in New York, where she had a solo show in 2015, Abney has
also had recent exhibitions at Monique Melouche Gallery in Chicago and Galeria Rabieh in São Paulo,
and was also featured in the Whitney Museum’s “Flatlands” exhibition earlier this year. In 2017 she
will have a5-)&)5-")1̓.5."5-",5 /-/'5.5/%5(#0,-#.35#(5/,"'65),."5,)&#(85))%5
3)/,5.#%.-5()1<
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Nina Chanel Abney, Hothouse, 2015

TIME OUT SAYS l l l l l
During the rise of modern painting, atness was considered a virtue, a quality denoting the pure essence of the medium. In 1890, artist Maurice Denis noted that,
whatever else it was, “a picture…is essentially a at surface covered with colors assembled in a certain order.” The mid-20th-century critic Clement Greenberg
considered atness the sine qua non of serious abstraction. However, “Flatlands,” a tight selection of millennial painters, toys with an alternate de nition of
atness as an expression of 21st century anomie, conjuring “a sense of space that is dimensionless and airless.” Though the curators point to theatrical scenery
as an example, they could be describing the Internet and social media.
The works here—by Nina Chanel Abney, Mathew Cerletty, Jamian Juliano-Villani, Caitlin Keogh and Orion Martin—resemble a kind of Surrealism strained through
Pop Art, a mix of sharp contours and taut surfaces channeling content that’s less about a metaphysical truth rooted in the subconscious than it is about
consciousness as arti ce. While the work may sometimes recall Max Ernst, René Magritte and Salvador Dalí, it is the product of minds colonized by Andy Warhol
and the web.
Juliano-Villani’s works are lled with whirlwinds of cartoon references, skinned with unbroken tracts of color like animation cells. Lately she’s added airbrushed
layers of chiaroscuro, bringing her images more in line with custom van murals. One painting depicts a gure made of orange tra c cones, resembling an
unlikely marriage of the Iron Giant and an in atable air dancer in front of a tire store. It’s seen picking its way through a landscape of stacked rocks (ancient
cairns? wind-sculpted hoodoos in the New Mexican desert?) vandalized with gra ti in a desolate setting. The scene’s meaning is impenetrable, which is probably
the point.
Likewise, Cerletty’s straightforward depiction of an aquarium is opaque in both senses of the word. The sh evince no sign of life, looking like they’re suspended
in Lucite instead of water. Though Cerletty plays around with a number of genres and styles, his métier is a kind of realism deliberately delivered dead on arrival.
Here, his subjects are not only xed in place, but asphyxiated as well.
Both Keogh and Martin borrow the shallow space of trompe l’oeil still life for their work. However, Keogh’s impassive synthesis of anatomical drawing and
technical illustration—depicted in boldly outlined, graphic forms—recalls John Wesley, while Martin’s creepy renderings of common objects (a woman’s boot, a
wooden washtub) are more in keeping with the Sadean spirit of Neue Sachlichkeit.
The most ambitious piece here is Abney’s wall-spanning canvas, which seems to meld an Edenic grove with the front parlor of a cathouse in a friezelike
arrangement of female nudes, each contorted into a pornographic pose. Dotted with words like YES and NO and strategically censored in places by the letter X,
the painting makes unmistakable allusions to Pablo Picasso’s Les Demoiselles d’Avignon but is closer in appearance to Henri Matisse’s cutouts. Though brightly
colored to the point of ebullience, the piece is tonally analogous to the thousand-yard stare of an adult- lm actress who’s been in the business for too long.
Welcome to Time Out. By continuing to browse this site you are agreeing to our use of cookies — read our cookie policy here (/newyork/privacy-policy).
Some 10 years ago, the notion gained currency that the world was becoming “ at”—that is, a global economy devoid of boundaries with a culture to match. But
the work here suggests these artists take an opposite view of the zeitgeist: not as limitless landscape but as a metaphorically two-dimensional realm of stunted
possibilities and deferred hopes.
BY: HOWARD HALLE
POSTED: TUESDAY JANUARY 5 2016
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‘Flatlands,’ Where the Familiar Becomes
Hypnotically Strange
By KEN JOHNSON JAN. 28, 2016

The idea of “deskilling” has incited considerable chatter in the contemporary art
sphere in the past decade. In economics the term refers to the technically
undemanding labor performed by most modern industrial workers. In art discourse
it identifies the deliberate rejection of traditional craft in the service of conceptual
provocation and expressive freedom.
While today’s art abounds in insouciant, apparently slapdash, clumsy, lazy and
otherwise deskilled works, not all artists have deskilled themselves. Many are those
who you might call — not pejoratively — semiskilled. Their techniques come not
from the grand tradition of realistic representation extending from Velázquez and
Vermeer to 19th-century academicians like William-Adolphe Bouguereau. Rather,
they draw on methods associated with commercial illustration and design in order to
play with public signifiers and personal poetics.
“Flatlands,” an engaging small show in the Whitney Museum of American Art’s
nicely proportioned lobby-level gallery, presents a dozen works from the past three
years by five young (all born since 1980) semiskilled painters. As the exhibition’s
organizers, the Whitney assistant curators Laura Phipps and Elisabeth Sherman,
observe in an online essay about the show, the artists in “Flatlands” “share an
interest in the surface of their works, an attention to the design and finish that is
reminiscent of the concerns of pattern or product design.” Fortunately, the show is
more interesting, visually as well as conceptually, than this dry characterization
seems to promise.
Mathew Cerletty’s highly finished paintings deal cleverly in contradictory
illusions. The Magritte-like “Night Puddle” depicts a wide field of lush grass under a
dark sky and a full moon. An irregular opening in the grass reads paradoxically as
both a watery puddle and as an irregular window to the sky. In “Shelf Life,” Mr.
Cerletty fills a 4-foot-by-5-foot canvas with the fourth wall of an aquarium populated
by bright little fish, green plants and a glowing purple rock, all against a beautiful,
deep-blue background. Mildly psychedelic, it smartly equates the actual painting and
the illusory fish tank as hypnotic visual objects.

With a silky-smooth touch, Orion Martin creates mysterious, psychologically
charged images that call to mind works by the German Pop-Surrealist Konrad
Klapheck and the Chicago Imagist Art Green. “Bakers Steak” depicts a green-glassshaded brass lamp and a centered quartet of illusory brass rings seeming to
perforate the picture. White flowers on serpentine green stems emerge from the
darkness within and beyond the rings as if from the painting’s own unconscious.
“Triple Nickel, Tull” features a Victorian-style, high-heeled, knee-length boot against
a blurry, architectural background. With all its laces and lace holes carefully
described, the boot intimates a Freudian, fetishistic vibe.
Jamian Juliano-Villani paints wildly heterogeneous montages of images drawn
from all kinds of sources, from scientific illustrations to comic books. “Boar’s Head, a
Gateway, My Pinecone” depicts a modern apartment in which a spectral figure
draped in black with an animal skull head, a much enlarged blue sea horse and a
pine cone are impaled on a giant metal skewer. It’s funny and bizarre like a
surrealistic scene in a David Lynch movie. “The Snitch,” in which a scary,
long-legged, puppetlike figure constructed from orange-and-white traffic cones
strides through an underwater rock garden, could be a child’s nightmare.
The neatly outlined compositions on two large canvases by Caitlin Keogh
resemble pages from a morbid coloring book for grown-ups. “Intestine and Tassels”
depicts the outline of a woman’s torso with a rendering of the human digestive tract
inside and a rope with tasseled ends encircling the shoulders. “Vines,” in which
colorful flowers and vines are laid on top of a book open to a picture of a rib cage,
similarly meditates on life and mortality.
The show’s biggest, most visually and socially assertive painting is Nina Chanel
Abney’s 18-foot-wide “Hothouse.” Made mainly of flattened, stenciled forms in
high-contrast colors, it pictures what appears to be a scene in a strip club. Seven
women and a man, all nude, provocatively pose amid a flurry of symbols and letters
representing an environment of commercialized lust. It’s a terrifically energetic,
feminist update of Picasso’s brothel painting “Les Demoiselles d’Avignon.”

It’s noteworthy that all these five painters have B.F.A. or M.F.A. degrees from
high-caliber studio art programs. They come from a system that encourages students
to reinvent art for themselves and to figure out whatever skills they need to convey
with maximal efficiency whatever they have in mind. In that sense, most M.F.A.
holders are self-taught. Far from outsiders, however, the good ones are, like the
artists of “Flatlands,” acutely wised up semioticians, savvy players with the tropes,
memes and cultural politics of the Age of the Internet.
“Flatlands” continues through April 17 at the Whitney Museum of American Art, 99
Gansevoort Street, Manhattan; 212-570-3600, whitney.org.
A version of this review appears in print on January 29, 2016, on page C28 of the New York edition with
the headline: Dealing in Contradictory Illusions.
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